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SUMMARY: The purpose of this editorial is to assist authors in preparing papers
to be submitted to our journal. Papers should be prepared in LATEX by using Serbian
Astronomical Journal style file which has some predefined fields in the preamble and
some additional or slightly modified commands for the main text. The authors are
welcome to use this document as the sample paper and/or template.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This editorial is meant to provide help to au-
thors preparing papers to be submitted to our jour-
nal. Serbian Astronomical Journal (SerAJ) is pub-
lished semiannually (in June and December) by the
Astronomical Observatory Belgrade and the Depart-
ment of Astronomy, Faculty of Mathematics, Univer-
sity of Belgrade, Serbia. It publishes invited reviews,
original scientific papers, preliminary reports, and
professional papers over the entire range of astron-
omy, astrophysics, astrobiology and related fields.

Papers should be prepared in LATEX by us-
ing SerAJ style file which has some predefined fields
in the preamble (paper category, title, authors, af-
filiations and e-mails, keywords and summary) and
some additional or slightly modified commands for
the main text. The authors are welcome to use
this document as the sample paper and/or template.
Comparing its LATEX source with the output it gen-
erates can show one how to produce a simple docu-

ment of his/her own. Summary should contain 300–
400 words at maximum (but much less is desirable)
in order for the abstract to fit entirely on the first
page. Authors have to use keywords from the list
which is common to the major astronomical and as-
trophysical journals. The list is available at journal’s
website: http://saj.matf.bg.ac.rs/.

Submission to our journal is a representation
that the manuscript has not been published else-
where. Each article submitted for publication is
peer-reviewed. There are no page charges. If usable
color figures have been submitted with article, they
will appear in color on the web, in the electronic
edition of the journal. In the printed issue, color
reproduction depends on journal policy and will be
decided on the case-by-case basis.

Publication in the Serbian Astronomical Jour-
nal consists of several steps:

(i) submission to the journal (more detailed in-
structions are available upon request),

(ii) referee is chosen by the editors and we are
waiting for his/her report,
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(iii) referee’s report has been received and (minor
or major) revision is required (note that this
step may be repeated couple of times), or ac-
ceptance/rejection of the paper has been sug-
gested. If revised paper has not been received
within 6 months it will be considered with-
drawn.

(iv) If paper has been accepted, author will receive
a proof of his/her article for small corrections
before publication. The proof is used solely
for checking the typesetting and editing, also
the completeness and correctness of the text,
tables, and figures. Changes to the article as
accepted for publication will not be considered
at this stage.

(v) Paper has been published and it is available
electronically at SerAJ website and shortly af-
ter in hard copy, as well as in the selected bib-
liographic services.

Serbian Astronomical Journal is currently in-
dexed or abstracted in Astrophysical Data Sys-
tem (ADS), Chemical Abstracts, Referativni Zhur-
nal, EBSCO, Scopus, DOAJ, ERA Australian Re-
search Council, SRJ SCImago Serbian Citation In-
dex (SCIndeks), DOISerbia.

2. INSTRUCTIONS

In the following subsections we give some ex-
amples how to typeset mathematical formulas, in-
clude figures and tables and correctly prepare ref-
erences. Our intention is not to cover all possible
aspects of preparing a scientific text – for more de-
tailed instructions one should consult some of the
many LATEX manuals.

Here is just an example of quotation:
Astronomy is useful because it raises us above ourselves; it is
useful because it is grand. . . It shows us how small is man’s
body, how great his mind, since his intelligence can embrace
the whole of this dazzling immensity, where his body is only
an obscure point, and enjoy its silent harmony.

Henri Poincaré (1854 – 1912)

2.1. Equations, figures, tables

LATEX is good at typesetting mathematical for-

mulas or symbols such as α, β, Γ, Σ, π, ∇, ∂, ∀, ∃,
×, ±, ∞ etc. Equations should be enumerated, the
following is an example of equation:

Σ = AD−β . (1)

One can also use equation arrays:

f(x) = log(x2 + 3x), (2)
g(x) = x + sinx, (3)

or subequations (i.e. subequation arrays)

sin θ = 0.24, (4a)
cosα = 0.47. (4b)

In the text equations should be quoted Eq. (1) or
Eqs. (2) and (3).

Tables 1 and 2 are examples of tables. For
large tables it is necessary to switch from two column
to single column environment. Table 1 gives number
of students graduated from the Department of As-
tronomy, Faculty of Mathematics, University of Bel-
grade in a given period. For more information check
the Belgrade astronomical community database –
BAZA (from Serbian: Beogradska Astronomska
ZAjednica) at http://alas.matf.bg.ac.rs/˜astrobaza/
(see also Atanacković et al. 2009).

Table 1. An example of a small table (number of
students graduated from the Department of Astron-
omy, Faculty of Mathematics, University of Belgrade
in a given period).

Period Graduated students
1935/36 – 1939/40 2
1940/41 – 1949/50 2
1950/51 – 1959/60 31
1960/61 – 1969/70 20
1970/71 – 1979/80 38
1980/81 – 1989/90 35
1990/91 – 1999/00 51
2000/01 – 2009/10 77

Table 2. An example of a large table (citation of the Serbian Astronomical Journal in the period 2003–2010).

Year (y) No. of articles in Cites to articles from Impact factor
y − 1 y − 2 y − 1 y − 2

Other cites Self cites Other cites Self cites

2003 8 16 0 3 2 2 7/24 0.292
2004 26 8 3 9 1 0 13/34 0.382
2005 17 26 5 4 5 0 14/43 0.326
2006 21 17 2 4 1 2 9/38 0.237
2007 19 21 2 6 6 2 16/40 0.400
2008 18 19 5 4 10 5 24/37 0.649
2009 23 18 15 11 7 2 35/41 0.854
2010 21 23 5 3 8 3 19/44 0.432
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Fig. 1. This is an example of a large figure. It is necesary to switch from two column to single column
environment.

Fig. 2. This is an example of a small figure.

Table 2 shows the number of articles published
in SerAJ, number of cites to articles published in

SerAJ (self cites and other cites) and calculated im-
pact factors (IF) for years 2003–2010.1

Figs. 1 and 2 are examples of large and small
figure, respectively. Figures should be in ps or eps
format with recommended resolution 600 dpi (300
dpi minimum). Figure captions should be below the
figure itself. As with the tables, for large figures
it is necessary to switch from two column to single
column environment, and then switch back to two
columns afterwards.

2.2. Citations and references

Make sure that all the citations that appear
in the text are listed correctly in the References, or-
dered alphabetically by surname (with initials fol-
lowing). If there are several references to the same
first author, they should be entered according to the
following scheme:

(1) one author: chronologically,
(2) author and one co-author: alphabetically by

co-author, then chronologically,
(3) author, two or more co-authors: chronologi-

cally.
You can cite an author directly in the text,

such as Berkhuijsen (1986), or after some statement,

1More information about SerAJ citation can be found in Arbutina (2007, 2010).
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in parentheses separated by commas (Bell 1978, Al-
lakhverdiyev et al. 1983, Binney and Tremaine
1987, Case and Bhattacharya 1998, Urošević 2004,
Ćirković 2005, Metcalfe 2007, Ivezić et al. 2008).
Use ’et al.’ in the text for more than two authors,
and in the references for more than eight authors. If
more than one citation for a particular author (au-
thor group) is made for the same year, ’a’, ’b’, ’c’,
. . . should be added to the year. Do not include the
title in a reference, except for books and monographs
that are not published in periodical publications. If
citation does not correspond to any publication, af-
ter the author’s name and year one usually puts: ’in
preparation’ or ’private communication’. If paper
has not been published yet neither there is an ArXiv
preprint, instead of the full reference with pagination
one can put journal’s title followed by one of these
statements: ’submitted’, ’accepted’, ’in press’, or put
DOI number if available. Use full journals abbrevia-
tions when preparing references (e.g. Serb. Astron.
J.).2
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Ure�ivaqki prilog

Ovaj prilog ima za ciǉ da pomogne au-
torima kod pripreme qlanaka za nax qasopis.
Radove, po mogu�nosti, treba pripremiti
koriste�i LATEX uz posebnu datoteku koja
definixe izgled qasopisa Serbian Astronomical
Journal i sadr�i unapred definisana poǉa u

preambuli dokumenta i neke dodatne ili de-
limiqno izmeǌene komande koje se koriste pri
unosu samog teksta. Autori mogu koristiti
ovaj dokument kao xablon pri kucaǌu svojih
radova.

2A list of journals in astronomy and astrophysics, space sciences and related fields, together with their abbreviations is available
at http://saj.matf.bg.ac.rs/174/pdf/editorial/tables.pdf. Note that some journals use short (ADS) abbreviations, thus use
SerAJ to correctly cite a paper published in Serbian Astronomical Journal in such journals.
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